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CHANGXUN is an enterprise specialized in researching, developing and producing full-set slaughtering equipment.     
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CHANGXUN is an enterprise specialized in researching, developing and producing turnkey    slaughtering equipment.     
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Changxun can design quailed layout with our more than 45 years’ experience for us including building, layout, refrigerator and structure. Or Changxun can design reasonable layout according to customer’s building and special request.     
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Changxun have experienced engineers who can provide installation and commissioning on site, ensure all the machines can work smoothy, complied with standard capacity and performance ratings.     
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Changxun can provide training with operation manual, video and face to face training. Your staff will be trained by specialists for a deep understanding of the working method, operation and maintenance as well as of the most important technical details of the machine.     
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Changxun also provide customers more efficient solution of food processing and other helpful information service of related products and suppliers to get a turnkey project, including steam boiler, flake ice machine, refrigerator, Steel building.     
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CHANGXUN is an enterprise specialized in researching, developing and producing full-set slaughtering equipment.     
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